Textile Connect
Virtual Matchmaking
4-8 May

Sign up for virtual pre-booked meetings!

Textile Connect is the online platform that connects companies/designers looking for production partners with manufacturers, service providers and suppliers within the textile and footwear industry. Between 4-8 May you are able to have virtual meetings with selected buyers directly on the platform. Free of charge and no need to travel!

21 buyers will participate, please find a list below with links to more detailed information about them. Can you offer what they are looking for?


Registered buyers and what they are looking for:

- **Design by björk** (Sweden) Looking for sustainable textile suppliers for clothes and factory for smaller volumes.
- **Esther & Inez AB** (Sweden) Looking for ecological printing on organic fabrics. Also looking for recycled fabrics and sewing suppliers (clothes).
- **Hajk Clothing Sverige AB** (Sweden) Looking for garment manufacturing partners. Also interested in partnerships regarding designs, pattern & grading, and fabric suppliers.
- **Indra Sportswear** (Sweden) Looking for suppliers of sportswear for women. Need help to design and produce garments for first collection.
- **Joseppa AB** (Sweden) Looking for manufacturer of products from sustainable organic materials like natural fibers (European linen, wool, hemp, eco-cotton, cork, wood etc. No polyester ads. Preferably oeko tex/GOTS. Some products with digital or reactive prints.
- **KUST swimwear** (Sweden) Looking for swimwear manufacturer.
Lisa Söderblom Design (Sweden) Looking for sewing partner of clothes (gowns, jackets, pants, dresses, skirts, shirts and blouses). Also looking for certified linen fabric.

Paris & Billy (Sweden) Looking for suppliers of organic baby and childrens´clothes age 0 - 5 years. Environmentally friendly, sustainable and ethical values are very important for us.

Rino (Sweden) Looking for sewing services and printing in small volumes.

Sirge AB (Sweden) Looking for cooperation to buy jersey, cotton-fabrics, zippers, stoppers, stripes. Preferably certified with Oeko tex or GOTS. Important that the components are non-toxic as the finished product is intended for babies.

Swedish Mini Design (Sweden) Looking for factory that can sew children’s product’s made of jersey fabric and durable woven fabrics.

TEKONF AB (Sweden) Looking for subcontractors in sewing for tent production.

Vanagand enterprises AB (Sweden) Looking for suit manufacturers and innovative textile suppliers for business wear.

Vesge (Sweden) Looking for sewing services for men's t-shirts, hoodies, shirts, shorts and pants. Also looking for fabric supplier, embroidery services, textile print services, pattern and grading…

Wilma & Morris (Sweden) Looking for manufacturer of caps, like baseball caps, made in water and windproof fabric with high breathability.

Fauna i Rättvik AB (Sweden) Looking for manufacturers of tool belts for industrial players/craftsmen with advanced carrying demands. The manufacturer should be able to supply and have experience to work in the materials leather and canvas, as well as modern, hi-tech materials including 3D mesh, different types of laminate, coated weaves and composite.

Catwalk Riga (Latvia) Looking for designers and new fashion products.

Guntina.com ltd (Latvia) Looking for fabrics in bright colors (blue, violet, green, red) especially natural fabrics like linen, wool, cotton, also laces. Also looking for fabric digital printing.

FDNM Fashion District NM (Netherlands) Looking for garment manufacturers and garment fabric suppliers.

Linea G (Denmark) Looking for close collaboration with supplier. In need of digitalizing patterns, grading, sewing, packaging, carelabels etc.

Questions? Don’t hesitate to contact: therese.carlbrant@almi.se +46(0)36-30 65 27 elin.berlin@almi.se +46(0)36-30 65 25 ingrida.braziuniene@chamber.lt (+370) 633 74431